A new multi-resolution feature extraction algorithm is proposed for the speaker and text independent age recognition. The new feature called Wavelet Packet Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficient (WPMFC) takes more speakers personality characteristics like age compared with common feature such as MFCC. The speaker age is divided into four age groups such as children, youths, adult and older, and totally eight Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) and Deep Belief Network (DBN) models are trained for each age group and gender. The performance of the age recognition systems with using WPMFC as the feature parameter are analyzed based on GMM and DBN. The experimental results show that the performance of the age recognition system based on GMM is more effective, the average recognition rate of outset speaker age reaches 65.17% which is superior to DBN approach for the same speech corpus.
Introduction
In recent years, with the rapid development of speech processing technology, the speech related systems play a more and more important role in human-computer interaction. What's more, the related research no longer focus solely on semantic information provided by speech, they shift more attention to other information contained in the speech, such as gender, age [1] , and so on. These speech messages guide the daily human verbal communication.
Speaker age recognition means an analysis technique presuming speaker's age range from the speech signal. It has an important value in adaptive human-computer interaction, judicial identification, etc. This paper focuses on the problem of text-independent and non-specific speaker age recognition.
It was realized early that speakers of different age groups have different speech features [2] , Nevertheless, the systematic research on the correlation between different age groups' speech including the speaker age recognition and age speech conversion mainly arose from the recent personalize intelligent human-computer interaction system and expressive speech synthesis needs. The most attractive approach was to apply a phonetically-aware deep neural network to achieve speaker recognition [3] . Sturim et al. used text-constrained Gaussian for text-independent speaker verification after departing input speech into pre-defined acoustic unit by running speaker-independent speech recognizer [4] . Michael et al. used the support vector machine (SVM) to establish the speaker age recognition system in 2010. They divided speakers into seven categories according to the age and gender, the average recognition rate reached 50.7% [1] . In 2014, Yue et al. combined SVM with MFCC parameters to realize the age identification of three age groups of youth, middle age and old age based on isolated word speech [5] . At present, the performance of different age recognition systems are not ideal, the recognition rate of most systems are slightly higher than 50%. It caused by the lack of effective speech parameters characterizing the speaker's age and age speech modeling method.
In this paper, we studied the performance of the age recognition systems with using WPMFC as the feature parameter which are based on GMM and DBN. The results of experimental prove that the performance of the age recognition system achieved by GMM is more effective compared with DBN method. The rest of this article is arranged as follows: Section 2 describes the composition of the speaker age recognition systems and explains the method of feature extraction and modeling approaches. Section 3 show the database used in the experiment. Experimental results are summarized in section 4. Finally, section 5 provides the conclusions.
The Age Recognition System
The general flowchart of speaker age recognition system is shown in Fig. 1 . In the training phase, the input speech is decomposed by wavelet packet transform, and then the wavelet packet coefficients of each effective frequency band are connected to form a intermediate signal for further calculating of its Mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients which is called WPMFC. It's the phonetic parameter used in the experiment. The speaker age is divided into four age groups such as children, youths, adult and older, and totally eight GMMs and eight HMMs are trained for each age group and gender. In the texting phase, the i-th speaker corresponded GMM engenders probability (x),i 1, 2,..., Figure 1 . Block diagram of speaker's age recognition system using GMM and DBN.
The Extraction Processing of WPMFC
Wavelet packet transform has the characteristics of multi-resolution analysis and non stationary requirement. Through preliminary experimental analysis, the frequency bands below 875Hz and above 2000Hz contain more speaker personality characteristics such as age. Therefore, they act as effective frequency bands to extract characteristic parameters. The extraction processing is shown in Fig. 2 . Wavelet packet coefficient of the input speech is obtained with Mallat fast algorithm in each scale j (j = 1, 2,..., j).
In Fig. 2 , the threshold acts as Eq. 2 which aims at low frequency { } (i),i 1, 2,..., N/ 4 x = .
(i)
where =n λ σ , n is constant, σ is standard deviation. N is speech sequence length.
After threshold, the wavelet packet coefficients of each effective frequency band are connected to form a intermediate signal. The log energy of the signal is obtained by MEL filter as Eq. 
where L indicates the order of WPMFC.
The results of experimental show that when n takes 0.25, M takes 24 and L takes 16 ,we could obtain more effective WPMFC.
Gaussian Mixture Models
In the age recognition processing, the mixed weighted models of multiple Gauss probability distribution are used to fit the actual probability distribution of all age groups. Each age group is represented by a hybrid weighted combination. A GMM is given by the form 1 (x | ) (x). 
where N is the number of mixed ingredients, i α represents the mixture weight, and (x)
shows the Gauss probability distribution, whose mean is i µ and covariance is i ω . λ is composed by i α , i µ and i ω .
It represents a GMM model coefficient set. If there are M age groups, the GMM parameters are estimated by EM algorithm [6] , the GMM coefficient set j λ , j=1,2,...M can be got. For a test vector X, it's GMM likelihood is calculated by Eq. 5 (x) log( (X | )), 1, 2,..., .
Combing with Bayesian maximum likelihood criterion, the recognition result is shown in Eq. 6.
The age group corresponding to the GMM model with the maximum likelihood is the result of recognition.
Deep Belief Network
A DBN is formed by stacking a number of RBMs learned layer by layer from bottom up. In this model, each layer captures the correlations among the activities of hidden features in the layer below. A greedy learning algorithm has been proposed and popularly applied to train the DBN in a layer-by-layer manner [7] . After learning Bernoulli-Bernoulli RBM the activation probabilities of its hidden units was treated as the data for training the Bernoulli-Bernoulli RBM one layer up. The activation probabilities of the 2nd-layer Bernoulli-Bernoulli RBM (h2) are then used as the visible data input for the 3rd-layer Bernoulli-Bernoulli RBM(h3), and so on. This greedy procedure above achieves approximate maximum likelihood learning. In this work, DBN was adopted as a regression model to predict the age of the test speaker, which was shown in Fig.3 .
Database
For the experiment, the SD_NL_14 database was used which was recorded by the speech technology research room of Soochow University. The SD_NL_14 database consists of recordings of 123 speakers (61 males and 62 females) collected in 4 sessions children, youths, adult and older [8] . The input speech was sampled at 16KHz, coding quantization was 16 bits. The division of each age group is shown in Tab.1. Each speaker reads four speech fragments in a natural way, each speech segment is composed by a number of statements. The total length of the four speech segments is about 3 minutes. 
Experimental Results and Analysis
56 voice segments of 56 speakers (each class of 7 speaker) were selected to join in the experiment. For training the models, 4 speakers' speeches of each class were used. The speech from other speakers was used as test data. The length of every test voice is 6 seconds. The input speech was took voice detection, high-frequency boost and feature extraction. The related parameter settings are shown in Tab.2: The WMFC is Wavelet transform Mel-Frequency Cepstrum coefficient in Tab.2. The extraction process of WMFC is similar to WPMFC's. The results of experimental prove that Wavelet function should be selected sym9 and wavelet packet decomposition coefficients should be taken 6 in WPMFC extraction processing. What's more, Wavelet function should be selected sym8, wavelet decomposition coefficients should be taken 8 in WMFC extraction processing.
Effect of Hidden Layers and the Number of Nodes
The characteristic parameter is 16-dimensional WPMFC, the effect on system identification rate of hidden layers and the number of nodes is given in Tab.3. We could find that the number of hidden layers and the number of nodes were proportional to the recognition rate. When the number of nodes was constant, the recognition rate increased smaller while the number of hidden layers increased from 4 to 5. The effect of the number of nodes is similar to this. Therefore, the DBN containing 5 hidden layers and 192 nodes was a better choice combining with recognition efficiency.
Impact of Orders of GMM
The characteristic parameter is 16-dimensional WPMFC, the impact on system recognition rate of orders of GMM is shown in Tab.4. The recognition rate increased gradually with the add of GMM's orders. The amplification of rate became smaller while the number of orders grown from 128 to 256. Accordingly, we chose a 128 mixture GMM combining with recognition efficiency.
Comparison of Recognition Rate
The corresponding recognition rates of different feature parameters and modeling methods are shown in Tab.5. The code size of the VQ was set as 128. From Tab.5, the performance of the GMM-based method was better than the VQ-based and DBN-based method using same feature parameters, the rate of age recognition based on WPMFC was higher compared with the MFCC-based and WMFC-based while the modeling method is invariant. Although DBN can model the characteristics of a speaker and has a good performance in speaker recognition, it could not effectively characterize the age characteristics of a certain age in the work. Further, the rough processing of input parameters may also cause the low recognition rate.
Conclusion
The extraction processing of new feature parameter Wavelet Packet Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficient (WPMFC) was shown in the work. The performance of the age recognition systems based on GMM and DBN are analyzed which used WPMFC as the feature parameter in the paper. The experimental results shown that the performance of age recognition based on proposed feature extraction algorithm is successful. The recognition rate of GMM modeling method increased 35%, comparing with the DBN acoustic model appoach. As for future work, we will develop more effective adaptation technique of DBN.
